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“c:actiadrivers vcipt1g” must be replaced with the name of the driver you are using. then reboot. i
understand that it does not save a link anywhere so you may have to rerun the drive to get the link
back and it may be that you will have to go through the usb startup creator one more time.
specifically, it can be used to download and execute applications for a wide range of vehicle
systems, including can (controller area network), most, iso 9141-2, iso 14230-4, iso 15320, iso
15320-1, iso 15320-2, iso 15320-3, iso 15320-4, iso 15320-5, iso 15320-6, iso 17277, obd2, most,
can, obd-ii, lin, lin, obd-ls, carb, can-fd, can-hw, iso 17115-3, j1939, j1939-2, j1939-3, j1939-4,
j1939-5, j1939-6, iso 18000-3, and obd-e, using the bluetooth interface. the navigator txts has a
powerful engine for applications development, it is based on the windows platform (or x86, or x64),
which has the ability to support a wide range of vehicle systems. it can be used to download and
execute applications for a wide range of vehicle systems, including can (controller area network),
most, iso 9141-2, iso 14230-4, iso 15320, iso 15320-1, iso 15320-2, iso 15320-3, iso 15320-4, iso
15320-5, iso 15320-6, iso 17277, obd2, most, can, obd-ii, lin, lin, obd-ls, carb, can-fd, can-hw, iso
17115-3, j1939, j1939-2, j1939-3, j1939-4, j1939-5, j1939-6, iso 18000-3, and obd-e, using the
bluetooth interface. once installed it is possible to access the passthru interface to the device to
program the device. actia multidiag v2.0 is available for windows. multidiag is an affordable
professional vehicle diagnostic software with an easy to use interface. it allows you to review,
diagnose and repair vehicle problems under remote control. for example, you can reprogram and
update vehicle ecus. the software can: monitor engine, chassis, abs, abs/esc, climate, airbag, and
telematics. the software has a database with over 200 000 vehicle types. over 300 diagnostics
functions, and many additional features.
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